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Q:  What are Chapter Affiliation Requirements (CARE), formerly Chapter Operating Requirements 

(CARE)? 

A:  CARE is a set of performance guidelines designed by chapter leaders to help chapters deliver 

consistent benefits to members by providing a clear set of standards for chapter operations. CARE 

consists of elements in five key areas that are necessary for running a chapter like a business: 

administration, financial, membership, professional development, and communication.  

 

Q:  Why was CARE established? 

A:  Chapter leaders requested a clear set of standards to guide them in providing excellent services and 

benefits to their members.  

 

Q:  How were the CARE standards developed? 

A:  In 1998, ATD appointed a task force of chapter leaders to develop a set of standards, which came to 

be known as CARE (formerly CORE) elements. In 2006, CARE was updated by a team of National 

Advisors for Chapters (NAC) and chapter leaders to make CARE more relevant to current business 

practices and needs. Today, these elements must be met annually for chapters to remain chartered 

ATD chapters.  

 

Q:  How do we explain CARE to our membership? 

A:  CARE can be explained to your membership as the key elements all ATD chapters must operate 

under to ensure chapter quality, value, and consistency. CARE guides chapters to make sure member 

needs are being identified and met in a consistent manner.  

 

Q:  What is the CARE Planning Workbook?  

A:  The CARE Planning Workbook was created to help chapter leaders gather and document CARE-

related information in preparation for the annual online CARE survey. The workbook is similar to the 

online CARE survey and is updated annually. 

 

Q:  Whom should we designate to be our chapter’s CARE contact? 

A:  It depends on what works best for your chapter. Some chapters create a board position and appoint 

someone as their official CARE contact. Other chapters assign CARE responsibilities to their president-

elect. What’s important to remember is the CARE primary point of contact will serve as the liaison 

between the chapter and ATD for all CARE-related information. This person will receive the chapter’s 

unique CARE survey submission link in early December, and is responsible for receiving, reviewing, 

and appropriately disseminating all CARE news, updates, and requirements to chapter leadership, 

including completing and submitting the chapter’s CARE survey by January 31. 

 

Q:  Do we need to notify the chapter services department who our chapter’s CARE contact is? 

A:  Yes. All chapters are required to submit their CARE point of contact’s name, title, email address, 

along with the chapter’s name by September 30 through an online CARE contact form. Should a 

chapter’s CARE contact change at any time, the chapter is responsible for immediately notifying their 

http://www.astd.org/Members/Chapters/Chapter-Leader-Community/Resources/National-Advisors-for-Chapters
http://www.astd.org/Members/Chapters/Chapter-Leader-Community/Resources/National-Advisors-for-Chapters
https://forms.td.org/view.php?id=504
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chapter relations manager (CRM) with the new contact information.  

 

Q:  How does ATD determine if a chapter is 100 percent CARE achieved? 

A:  ATD does not make the determination if a chapter is or is not 100 percent CARE achieved. The CARE 

submission is the chapter’s self-assessment of whether or not the chapter met all of the CARE 

elements in a given year and is therefore achieved.   

 

Q:  What additional information does our chapter need to include with our CARE submission?  

A:  To be considered complete, your CARE submission must include the following documents: 

1. 2020 Chapter Board Roster (in Excel format using the template provided) 
2. Current Chapter Membership Roster* (in Excel format using the template provided) 
3. 2020 Chapter Operating Plan 
4. Most recent yearly Balance Sheet and Income Statement 

 
*Chapters participating in the Wild Apricot (WA) partnership program do not have to upload their 

current chapter membership roster. Chapter services can pull that for you if you have provided 

Natasha Porter, Senior Coordinator, with “Full Rights” access to your account (required for all 

chapters participating in the WA discount partnership program). For your reference, the username 

and password should match below: 

Username: nporter@td.org 

Password: password1 

 
Q:  How does our chapter complete the required CARE submission?  

A:  There are 5 steps involved in successfully completing your chapter’s CARE submission:  

 

Step 1 Designate a person who will be your chapter’s CARE primary point of contact.  This 

person will be responsible for completing your chapter’s CARE survey online. It will be 

helpful to review your submission from the previous year. (Contact your CRM if you 

need a copy of last year’s submission for your chapter.) Reminder: Your chapter will 

need to submit your CARE contact’s name, title, and email address by completing the 

online CARE contact form by September 30. Your chapter’s designee will receive an 

email in early December containing your chapter’s unique CARE survey submission link.   

 

Step 2 The chapter’s CARE designee should immediately test the CARE survey link they receive 

by email to ensure they have full access to the survey. The designee should also take 

time to preview the CARE submission form and become familiar with the online process.  

Since the CARE form is combined with the Chapter Annual Update, the designee also 

provides data to update chapter services that will be used to create chapter 

benchmarking data.  

 

http://www.astd.org/Members/Chapters/Chapter-Leader-Community/Resources/Chapter-Services-Team
http://files.astd.org.s3.amazonaws.com/ChapterServices/%21CLC%20New%20Website/Chapter%20Administration%20Landing%20Page/CARE/2019/CARE-2019-Board_Roster_Template.xlsx
http://files.astd.org/ChapterServices/%21CLC%20New%20Website/Chapter%20Administration%20Landing%20Page/CARE/Web%20Resources/CARE%20Membership%20Roster%20Template.xlsx?_ga=2.253947851.2141487054.1519658683-147748285.1512582141
mailto:nporter@td.org
https://forms.td.org/view.php?id=504
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Step 3 Prior to completing the submission form, the designee should gather all relevant chapter 

information such as demographic data, membership numbers, and dues information, to minimize the 

amount of time it takes to complete the online form. Note: In preparation for completing the online 

form, chapters are strongly encouraged to download the CARE Planning Workbook and CARE Element 

Matrix.   

 

Step 4 Complete the CARE survey.  The CARE designee indicates by checking either “true” or 

“false” the achievement of your chapter for each of the CARE elements listed for the 

calendar year. For any question your chapter is inclined to mark “false,” or will mark 

“false,” please contact your CRM first to discuss. For CARE elements not achieved, 

indicated by the selection of “false,” the designee provides substantive comments on 

what your chapter has already done in this area, and what your chapter is planning to 

do in the coming year to achieve CARE in this area.  If the CARE designee needs to exit 

the online form at any time, the form can be re-accessed using the same link used for 

original entry; all information entered will be saved and accessible when logging back in. 

 

Step 5 The designee reviews the entire CARE submission for accuracy prior to submitting then 

submits the CARE submission online on or before January 31, 2020, along with all 

required documentation. NOTE: The 2020 chapter board roster, 2019 current 

membership roster, 2020 Chapter Operational Plan, and most recent Balance Sheet & 

Income Statement must be submitted on or before January 31 in order for your 

submission to be considered complete. All documents should be uploaded through the 

survey submission site. 

  

Q:  What if a chapter operates on a different calendar cycle? 

A:  Chapters that operate on a different calendar cycle should base their CARE submission on operations 

completed during the calendar year.  

 

Q:  What resources and tools are available to assist chapters in completing the CARE submission?   

A:  Detailed information about CARE including templates, samples, and the CARE Planning Workbook are 

available to chapters on the CARE webpage at www.td.org/CARE. Additionally, your CRM and NAC 

are available to assist you with completing CARE.  

 

Q:  What additional training opportunities are there to learn more about CARE? 

A:  The following activities are scheduled to provide chapter leaders with additional CARE training:  

• ATD Chapter Leaders Conference (ALC) – October 10-12, 2019. 

• 2019 CARE Updates and Best Practices Webcasts – Access recently archived webcasts. 

 

 

 

 

https://d22bbllmj4tvv8.cloudfront.net/b0/fe/94abe686443bbaf79dcd94fc61aa/2019-care-planning-workbook-pdf.pdf
http://www.td.org/CARE
https://www.td.org/videos/care-informational-and-planning-webcast-2
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Q:  What happens if our chapter doesn’t attain 100 percent achievement on all elements? 

A:  If your chapter doesn’t attain 100 percent achievement on all elements, the following options are 

available:  

 

Option 1 The chapter is placed into “in-progress” status and is extended one year to accomplish 

full achievement. A coaching plan will be provided by the chapter’s CRM to support the 

chapter’s progress towards achieving CARE. 

 

Option 2 The chapter may opt to merge its membership and operations into a neighboring 

chapter that achieved 100 percent CARE. This can be accomplished as a Special Interest 

Group (SIG), Geographic Interest Group (GIG) or satellite group of a neighboring 

chapter. 

 

Option 3 The chapter elects to move to “inactive” status for up to one year. During this period, 

the chapter must implement steps to regain active status and 100 percent CARE 

achievement.  

 

For more information, read the CARE Policy.  

 

Q:  Is our chapter required to submit an annual CARE survey? 

A:  Yes, all chapters are required to submit an annual CARE survey on or before January 31, 2020.  

 

Q:  What happens if our chapter doesn’t submit the CARE survey by the January 31 deadline? 

A:  Chapters that do not submit CARE surveys by January 31 will receive a non-CARE achieved letter from 

ATD, and will be contacted by their CRM with a coaching partnership plan to reach 100 percent 

achievement for the following year.  

 

Q:  The joint membership requirement was 40 percent in 2014. What is the percentage for 2018? 

A:  Based on the recommendations from the Partnership Team, a task force comprised of chapter 

leaders from diverse chapters, members from the National Advisors for Chapters (NAC), and staff, the 

joint membership requirement for individual chapters will be 35 percent for 2015-2019. An aggregate 

chapter goal of 50 percent joint membership will also be measured. Combined quarterly chapter and 

ATD membership rosters will be used by ATD staff to calculate the aggregate joint membership, 

which will be reported to chapters and the ATD Board quarterly.   

 

Q:  How can I find out what the joint membership percentage is for my chapter?   

A:  Chapters can make this request by directly contacting your CRM. The chapter’s CRM will compare the 

chapter’s membership list to that of the ATD membership list and then calculate and email the 

percentage to the chapter.  

 

 

http://files.astd.org.s3.amazonaws.com/ChapterServices/%21CLC%20New%20Website/Chapter%20Administration%20Landing%20Page/CARE/ATD%20CARE%20Policy.pdf
http://www.astd.org/Members/Chapters/Chapter-Leader-Community/Resources/Chapter-Services-Team
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Q: Are joint membership activities now a part of the CARE? 

A: To assist chapters with achieving higher levels of joint membership, The Partnership Team discussed  

the effectiveness of including a list of joint membership activities. The team believes that if chapters 

complete these activities, the chapter will be more likely to achieve or exceed the joint membership 

requirement. The team identified successful promotional activities of chapters with higher joint 

membership achievement and has incorporated those into options for chapters to meet this 

requirement. Many chapters are already performing these activities. 

 

Q: What are the changes to the three foundational activities and additional activities? 

A: The Partnership Team originally identified three foundational activities and 10 additional activities 

that are correlated to increasing joint membership. In 2017, the NAC Membership Team and chapter 

leaders eliminated the foundational activities, making no one activity required for completion over 

others. The number of activities decrease from 13 to 10 to make tracking and completion of activities 

more manageable for chapter leaders.  

 

The chapter also will choose 10 additional activities from the list below or customize activities to suit 

the chapter’s market. The list comprises proven activities used by chapters. 

▪ Power Member page on chapter website 

▪ Highlight Power Membership in chapter email communications 

▪ Send a targeted email message to prospective members promoting Power Membership 

once a quarter  

▪ Participate in the Power Membership on the ATD Store program 

▪ Share a joint membership best practice on a NAC area calls, SOS, or at ALC 

▪ Mention Power Membership at the start of each chapter event 

▪ Highlight Power Member benefits using rotating PowerPoint slides at each event 

▪ Printed Power Member collateral at each event 

▪ Power Member section in newsletter 

▪ Power Member logo on chapter website 

▪ Power Member testimonials on website, at meetings, and in newsletter 

▪ Power Member messages on social media 

▪ Promote Power Membership at Special Interest Group (SIG)/Geographic Interest Group 

(GIG) meetings 

▪ Request a list of national members quarterly and identify prospects 

▪ Request joint membership calculation from your chapter relations manager (CRM) quarterly 

▪ Promote Power Membership at chapter conference 

▪ Promote Power Membership at chapter special event, including an information table with 

both chapter and ATD materials 

▪ Create group/corporate Power Membership offering 

▪ Talk about Power Membership at each board meeting 

▪ Customize activities for your chapter 

 

https://d22bbllmj4tvv8.cloudfront.net/2d/0a/77a2a7104454a9af53f5c443eac9/2019-care-joint-membership-job-aid.pdf
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Q:  I want to see how my chapter’s services compare to that of other ATD chapters. Is there a resource 

that shows this data? 

A:  The CARE Submission Summary includes results and demographic information from the CARE survey.  

Many chapter leaders use this information to benchmark their chapter to that of other chapters. Visit 

the CARE webpage at www.td.org/CARE to view the CARE Submission Summary.   

 

Q:  What are best practices for achieving 100 percent CARE? 

A:  The following are best practices recommended by 100 percent CARE achieved chapters:    

• Designate one chapter leader as the CARE lead and then divide and assign specific CARE 

elements by chapter leadership position. (For example, ask the chapter treasurer to be 

responsible for all of the financial elements.)  

• List CARE as a regular board agenda item. Plan a CARE discussion and check-in at every board 

meeting or at least quarterly to ensure the chapter and board are on track to meet CARE.  

• Download and discuss the CARE matrix and planning workbook in preparation for the chapter’s 

annual submission.  

• Schedule a conference call with the CRM or NAC to learn more about CARE and to ask questions 

on how to best plan and prepare for CARE throughout the year.  

• Don’t wait until the last minute, prepare for CARE throughout the year and access best practices 

relevant to CARE via the Sharing Our Success best practices at www.td.org/sos.  

• Create a board CARE sub-committee responsible for planning and preparing for the chapter’s 

annual CARE submission.  

 

Q:  How are 100 percent CARE chapters recognized? 

A:  Chapters that receive 100 percent CARE are recognized in the following ways:  

• Recognition on the CARE webpage 

• Congratulatory letter from ATD President & CEO Tony Bingham 

• Recognition in the ATD Chapter Leaders Conference (ALC) program guide 

• Receive a 100% CARE logo for the chapter website/newsletter. 

 

Q:  My chapter has exceeded the joint membership requirement. Are chapters recognized for this 

accomplishment?   

A:  Chapters that exceed the joint membership requirement by 10 percent or more will be recognized as 

Chapter Membership Stars and Superstars. ATD recognizes these chapters in the following ways:  

• Recognition on the CARE webpage  

• Congratulatory letter from ATD President & CEO Tony Bingham 

• Recognition in the ATD ALC program guide 

• Receive a special Star or Super Star logo for the chapter website/newsletter. 

 

Q:  How many chapters achieved 100 percent CARE in 2018? 

A:  In 2019, 78 chapters (78% of all chapters) achieved 100 percent CARE. 

http://www.td.org/CARE
http://www.td.org/sos

